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PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION

p-i-r TYPE

\Mhen an ionizing particle enters a semiconductor radiation
detector a voltage pulse is produced. The final pulse height is
determined by the particle energy, while the range of the
particle affects the shape of the pulse. The voltage pulse there-
fore contains information about the particle type. In the present
paper the pulse height at a fixed time during the pulse rise time,
is used as the range dependent quantity. A two-dimensional

1. fntroduction
The experiments, to be described in this paper,

\Mere performed \Mith the p-i-n type semiconductor
detector, also known as the lithium drifted counter.
The detector consists of essentially three parts,
which are:

a) a low resistivity p-type, boron doped, region;
b) 

" 
region which is intrinsic at room temperature;

c) an n-type, heavily tithium doped, region.
When this p-i-n structure is reverse biased the

entire voltage is developed across the very high
resistivity intrinsic material. This material is the
sensitive part of the detector. The electrical situa-
tion in the p-i-n detector, sometimes called solid
state ionrzation chamber, is analogous to that
existing in the gasfilled ionizatton chamber. A few
important differences between these two detectors
are the energy needed for the creation of a charge
pair, the mobilities oÍ the free charges and the
density of the stopping medium.

An ionizing particle, incident on the detector,
creates electrons and holes in the semiconductor
material. These free charges are separated. by the
external field, thereby producing a voltage signal
on the electrodes. The rise time of this signal will
depend on the time needed for the collection of the
charge, which in its turn is dependent on the distan-
ce to be traversed" by the charge carriers. The pulse
rise time will therefore depend on the range of the
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display of this quantity versus the energy of the particle showed
that separation could be obtained between deuterons and a-
particles with energies in the range from 8 to 26 MeV.

Calculations have been made on this effect based on the
results of a pulse shape analysis. The agreement between the
experimental and the calculated data proves that the theore-
tical picture is quite adequate.

particle. This means that from the voltage pulse a
quantity can be derived that in some \May re-
presents the range of the particle.

On the other hand the final pulse height depends
Iinearly on the energy, which is lost by the particle
in the detector. The voltage pulse therefore con-
tains information about both the energy and the
range of the particle. Since the nature of a particle
is determined by these two quantities, the particle
type can be deduced from an adequate pulse
treatment.

The next paragraph gives a theoretical pulse
analysis; the result shows the expected dependence
of the signal height on time, energy and range
(fig. L). In S 3 the method used for the particle
identifi.cation is discussed. The experimental set-up,
beam arrangement, detector properties and elec-
tronic equipment, is d.escribed in S 4. In S 5 the
experimental and calcula.ted results are given in the
figs. 6 to L0 and 12 to 1"4. The last paragraph which
is devoted to a discussion of the results also
contains some supplementary information.

2. Pulse Shape Analysis

A list of symbols used in this paragraph is given
together with their definitions:
% : position coordinate along the detector axis

x _ 0 at the d.etector surface (fig. 4) .;
W : thickness of the intrinsic region of the detector;
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R : range of the incident particle in the detector,
i..e. in Si;

p : reduced.range,p: RIW;
a,b: constants appearing in the range-energy rela-

tion;
mass number of the incident particle;
charge number of the incident particle;
reverse bias of the detector;
electric field in the sensitive detector region,
F : VIW;
mobility of electrons in silicon;
mobility of holes in silicon;
velocity of the electrons during their collec-
tion, ue: p"F;
velocity of the holes during their collection,
7)h : Pntr;
time;
transit time of electrons through the detector,
tr," - W'lP"V ;

reducedtime, r : tltr,",
energy of the incident particle;
energy loss of the particle in the detector;
pulse height, due to the movement of electrons ;

pulse height, due to the movement of holes;
reduced pulse height, due to the movement of
electrons, 6e : E 

"lE ,,
reduced pulse height, due to the movement of
holes, th : E1E ,,
reduced total pulse height, e - te + 16.
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It may be remarked. that the same s5rmbol ^E is

used for pulse height and energy. This is justified
by the fact that pulse heights represent an energy
and occur only when normalised to the proper
energy scale.

In the derivation of the pulse shape formulas
several assumptions have to be made, which limit
the validity of the results. These assumptions are
given below, preceding the proper derivation of the
formulas:

a. The mobilities of electrons and holes are in-
dependent of the electric field.

b. The electric field is constant over the whole in-
trinsic region. By this assumption, and also by the
range-energ-y d"ependence to be used, the present
analysisdiffersfrom that given by Tove and Falkl)
for the p-n junction detector.

c. The particles enter the d.etector on the p-side.

This is the electrically negative side of the detector,
to which the created holes will move (fig. 4).

d. The direction of all incident particles is
perpendicular to the detector surface. The particles
will make tracks inside the detector which are
parallel to the electric field. This situation is usually
not encountered in the work with the íonization
chamber.

e. The contribution to the signal, arising from
holes, which have diffused from the insensitive
n-type region at the back of the detector to the
intrinsic region, can be neglected.

f. If there is an insensitive p-type layer, window-
layer, in front of the detector no contribution to the
signal from diffused electrons is experienced.

g. During the collection time no charge is lost by
recombination or trapping.

h. The original charge distribution is not dis-
turbed by diffusion.

i. The relationship between range and energy of a
particle can be written as R : aUl,.

j- lr" : 3pn.

The derivation of the pulse shape formula
proceeds along the following lines. When a charged
particle enters a semiconductor detector energy is
lost among other things by the creation of electron-
hole pairs. The mean energy, needed for the creation
of such a pair, is independent of the particle energy.
This implies that the density of the charge distribu-
tion along the particle track will be proportional to
the energy loss of the particle per unit length.

The energy loss per unit length is derived from
the range-energy relation of the particle concerned
in silicon. fn this analysis an empirical range-
energy relation of the type R : nE? is used, giving
rise to the following expression for dE ld*:

dEl:dx attub(R - iQ- L)tb '

The value of b can be determined from the slope of
the experimental range-energy curves on log-tog
paper. In the actual calculations for protons,
deuterons and a-particles with energies between 5

and 50 MeV the value b : I.73 was considered to

t) P. A. Tove and K. Falk, Nucl. fnstr. and Meth. 12 (lgíl)
278.



PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION BY

be the best. The constant a was then found to have
the followitrg values:

PULSE SHAPE DISCRIMINATION

which arrive at the electrode, are created at the
positiort x - 0. These electrons have to traverse the
whole detector thickness W, which takes the elec-
tron transit time tr,": W'lp"V.

In the case of constant charge a voltage pulse is
produced. During their collection the electrons and
holes are separated. The resulting change in space
charge distribution causes a voltage pulse on the
signal electrode of the detector. The height of the
pulse, induced by one electron or hole, is propor-
tional to the fraction of the junction thickness W
traversed by that charge carrier. The total pulse
height at the time / is obtained by integrating from
t : 0 to that time the contributions from all elec-
trons and holes.

The results of these calculations are given below.
Although the preceeding text is essentially devoted
to the case of particles which are stopped in the
detector, calculations have also been made for
particles which pass through the detector, giving
up in the detector only part of their energy.
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R - 12 E|", for protons

R - 7.23 El'", for deuterons

&- 1.09, R - 1.09 El'", for a-particles.

The electron-hole pairs are created all at the time
t : 0, when the particle is stopped in the detector.
Because of the external electric field t, the holes
created in the intrinsic region acquire a constant
drift velocity ao_ LtnF - poVlW in the direction
of the negative p-type front layer. The first holes,
created at ,6 - 0, reach the front electrode at
t : 0;the last ones, which are created at the end of
the particle track x - R, arrive at the electrode at
t - RW lphv. The electrons will move with constant
velocity I) e - lr"F _ p" V lW toward the positive
back contact. The first electrons reach this electrode
at the time I - W(W R)lp"V.The last electrors,

For the case R
Signal from the electrons:

6I: 12 ,

a. : 7.23,

w(w R) 2'2w2T

0 ' rrnv

RW
-=FnY

0
It"V

b R\
b + rw/

W
R

+ #)(b+1"')

w2

w
Signal from the holes:

E": Ei ('

En:trh#
Eh: tr##

These formulas can be presented in a more elegant way after the introduction of appropriate scales for
the variables time, range and pulse height. The time l, relative to the electron transit tímeW2lp"V,is
denoted by r and called reduced time. Assuming t" : 3tta, the hole transit time Wzlp^Z is given by the
reduced time r : 3. The reduced range is defined by p : RlW.The reduced pulseheightsforelectrons
and holes resp. are given by e. : E,lEi and es : EtlEii they represent the pulse height relative to the
pulse height corresponding to the incident particle energy. In general e is a function oÍ r and p.
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For the case p í 1 the results are then:
Signal Írom the electrons:

0 <r3l-p: e,(r,p):r

| - p3r3| : e"(2, p) :t-#,(t - t -r")"*"'u

I <r : e.(r,P):l-_J---,t.

Signal {rom the holes:

o < t 33p : eo(', ol :ft101, -(t -#)"."")

3p <r : eo(z, O:fi|.

The pulse shapes of particles which pass through the detector are calculated by the same method. For
this case, where p 2 l, the results are:
Signaf from the electrons:

0 b +1p

I

Signal from the holes:

0 í r s 3 : erk,p) : -i(t -0,)"' . hr(t - (t - #)"."")
33r : eo(r, p): pt#.#(, -,i)".""- (,-r)'')

Since the boundaries for the validity of the above-mentioned formulas are fixed, in contrast with the

case p í 1 where they are range dependent, the formulas for e"(r, p) and eo(r, p) can be added to give the

total pulse height t(", p). Some simplification arises from this; for instance when z à 3 the result becomes:

p):, -(' -l)'''

(' - ;)"')

(r,

ItI

p 
= 

1 , r 
= 

3 t

which implies:

II

Ed: E 1-

In the actual calculations the value b : 1.73 has been used. Only the variables t and p are left; r
defines the time, while the pulse shape is determined by p exclusively. The results are presented graphi-

cally in fig. 1.
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In the figs. 2 and 3 some pulses obtained experimentally are reproduced. A set of five pulses, originating
from deuterons with energies between 4 and 25 MeV, is shown in fig. 2. Fig. 3 gives a few pulses from q-

particles with energies between 25 and 50 MeV. The pulse shape shows a behavior which verifies the
predictions based on the p-values and the curves presented in fig. 1. This can be seen by a comparison of
the deuteron and a-particle pulses at 25 MeV.
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Fig. 1. Calculated pulse shapes for radiation incident normally on the p-side of a p-i-n detector. The
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Fig. 2. Pulses of deuterons incident normally on the p-side of a
p-i-n detector. W - 2200 Ffr, V - 42V, tt," : 0.72 1ts.
Deuteron energies: 4, 9, 14, 18 and 25 MeV; corresponding

p-values: 0.04, 0.14, 0.32,0.49 and 0.86.

3. Particle Identification Method

The nature of a particle is determined by speci-
fying the range and the energy. Particle identifica-
tion can therefore be obtained from the voltage
pulse, produced by the particle in the detector,
since this pulse contains information about both
these quantities. The final pulse height, always
reached at r - 3, is proportional to the energy lost
in the detector, while, as is shown in the preceeding
paragraph, the pulse shape depends on the range.
In the particle identification method, described in
this paper, the pulse height at a fixed time during
the pulse rise time, is used as the range dependent
quantity. Some considerations concerning the
choice of this fixed time, called 1",, are:

a. The pulse height for any r
discriminate between p-values in the range 0 S p

b. The pulse height for all times 0
depends on p.

c. At the time r - 0 the slope of the pulse shape

curves , (7el0r)r= o, is equal to f, irrespective of p. For
small times the variations with p Lnthe pulse height
are due only to differences in the second derivative;
consequently they are small.

For the purpose of particle identification the
region of primary interest centres around Í : *,
where the pulse height is most sensitive to the
reduced range p. This region is drawn on enlarged
scale in fig. lc. The same conclusion can also be

seen from an inspection of fig. 1.I, which gives the
dependence of e on p for various values of t.

O 1.O 2.O f-Its

Fig. 3. Pulses of a-particles incident normally on the p-side
of a p-i-n detector. W :2200 ptrlr, V : 42Y, k,s: 0.72 p's.

a-particle energies : 25, 27 , 36 and 50 MeV; corresponding
p-values: 0.13, 0.15, 0.25 and 0.43.

The particle identification depends on the pulse
height at the time t"t, abbreviated to E "r A two-
dimensional display of E a versus the measured
energy Ed shows the particle identification by
giving separate curves for different types of particles.
The differences obtained in this way are relatively
smallhowever. The followittg procedure yields some

improvement. If' the depená.tt." of t on p can

momentarily be neglected by taking as an average

the curve f,or p _ 0, it can be stated that for r S 1

the relatior E"r : Í"tEa is valid. Thus subtracting
dEa from Ea, a - rct, the quantity Ea aEu is
introduced. This quantity is exactly zero Íor p - 0,

but it also tends to zero for the realsituation p +0.
However since the differences for the various par-
ticle types are unaffected by the subtraction, the
relative differences are increased. In the experi-
mental work this method was followed..

4. Experímental Arrangement
4.1. BEAM ARRANGEMENT

The experiments \Mere performed with the
I.K.O.-rynchrocyclotror, which is able to ac-

celerate deuterons to 26 MeV and u-particles to
52 MeV. Most experiments were done with a beam
containing deuterons and u-particles simulta-
neously. High energy protons were obtained from
the reaction r2c(d, p) 13C which gives protons of
nearly 29 MeV at small scattering angles, since the

Q of the reaction is + 2.72 MeV. An absorber with
stepwise varying thickness, drawn schematically in
fi.g. 4, is placed in front of the detector. The various



groups of degraded energies, obtained in this \ryay,
can be observed in the figs. 6 to L0.

ie
lOpmr.i

i-; i

i.i _i llQopm-T=\r.- 4 F-
Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the collimator, absorber and
detector arrangement. Some quantities related to the detector

are also given.

4.2, DETECTOR PROPERTIES

The detector is made accorditrg to a standard
method published in this journal'). Some particular
properties of the detector used are:

a. The detector has a circular sensitive area of
about 3 cm2. The beam is collimated by the ab-
sorber on a rectangular area of 5 x 5 mm2 in the
centre of this circle.

b. The window-thickness in front of the detector

t95

the sensitive volume, while the penetration energy
for protons lies at 20.3 MeV.

d. The thickness of the insensitive n-type region
at the back of the detector is 200 pm.

e. The detector was cooled down to a temperature
given by ( - 30 + 1 0)" C. The temperature could
not easily be kept constant. Typical values for the
current of the cooled detector are 0.015, 0.03 and
0.06 pA at reverse voltages of 42, 84 and I26V
resp. The detector noise is small compared to the
electronic contributions to the noise.

4.3. ELECTRONTC EQUTPMENT

A block diagram of the electronic system is given
in fig. 5.

The functions involved in this scheme follow
closely the method outlined in S 3.

The signal obtained from the detector is led to a
preamplifier, which has a linear characteristic up to
high frequencies to avoid distortion of the pulse
shape. The first stage, a cascode amplifier consisting
of two E810F tubes, is made charge sensitive by
feedback through a small capacitance. Further am-
plification is obtained in a second stage in which
transistors of the type 2N769 are used. The whole
preamplifier has a rise time of less than 6 ns.

The pulse representing Eu is treated in the lower

PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION BY PULSE SHAPE D ISCRIMINATION

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the electronic equipment.

is determined by measurements with the a-particles
from a ztzp6-source; after correction for diffusion
effects the window-thickness \Mas found to be
(10 + 5)rum.ft

c. The detector has an intrinsic thickness of
2200 pm at all reverse voltages used in the experi-
ments. Deuterons and a-particles are stopped in

') C. A. J. Ammerlaan and. K. Mulder, Nucl. Instr. and.
Meth. 2t (te63) 97.

line of the block diagram. The shaping network
contains a single differentiator with a time constant
of 10 ,us, which improves the energy resolution by
suppressing the low frequencies. The signal Ed
provides the horizontal bending of the twinkle-box
beam.

The signal E a is formed by delay-line clipping
of the preamplifier output pulse at the time t"t.
In this \May the signal E 

"r 
is made equal to the

DETECTOR CLIP
CA BLE

DrscRr -
M INATOR

DELAY
L INE

PRE-
MPLIF IE

A DDI NG
CIRCUIT PLIFIE R

SHAPING
NETWO INVERT ER
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pulse height at t - t"r in accordance with the
definition.

In the adding circuit the pulses E 
"t 

and inverted
Ed come together and the signal E "r d"*oEa is
formed. The parameter d"*p, which governs the
mixing, is continuously variable over the required
range. The signal E atakes up its correct value at an
earlier time than Ed. Thus in order to make a sub-
traction of the right pulse heights the signal ,8", is
stretched. A differentiating network causes the tail
of the stretched signal to drop off with a character-
istic time of 10 /rs, the same as for Ed. Also the identi-
fying signal E"t d"*oEa does not reach its proper
value before the pulse rise time has elapsed. Only
this value passes the gate at a time somewhat
larger than the maximal pulse rise time. It is led to
the twinkle-box where it determines the vertical
position of the spot. The gate is triggered by the
delayed discriminator output pu1se.

5. Results
5.1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As mentioned in S 3 and S 4,

perimental results appear in the
sub 4.3. the ex-
form of twinkle-

..-:: ' )

40 Fd- MeV

Fig. 6. The separation of deuterons and a-particles.
W - 2200 pm,V :84V, tt," :0.36 FS,ta: 0.2lts,TeL :0.56.

O 20 40 Ed- MeV

Fig. 7. The separation of deuterons and a-particles.
W - 2200 Fffi,V : 42V,tt,," : 0.72 Fs,ta: 0.6lts,Tcr :0.83.

box pictures. Some of the pictures are reproduced
in the figs. 6 to 10. These figures give the identi-
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fying quantity E a d"*oEa as function of the
detected energy Ed. The u-particles are represented
by the curves running from 0 to 52 MeV (figr . 6, 7 ,

8, 10), the deuterons by the curves between 0 and
26MeV (figs. 6-10). The protons which are stopped

O 20 40 f6 -MeV

Fig. 8. The separation of deuterons and a-particles.
W :2200 prr^,V :84V, tt,," :0.36 Fs,tt: 0.4lrr,Ter : l.ll.

o 1o

Fig. 9. The separation
W : 2200 Fn, V : 84Y, h, s

20 EO- MeV

of protons and deuterons.
: 0. 36 1ts, ter : 0.3;zs, TcL : 0.83.

t.'

40 Ed- MeV

Fig. 10. The separation of protons, deuterons and a-particles.
W : 2200 l-tÍrt,V :84V, tt," :0.36 Fs,ta: 0.3|-ts,TcL : 0.83.

in the detector give the curves between 0 and
20.3 MeV; protons with higher energy than the
penetration value loose less energy in the detector
and are responsible for the lower part in the proton
curve which goes down to about 10 MeV (figs. 9,

10). The vertical axis was not calibrated. The para-
meter d"*p was adjusted so as to give a good
picture, with roughly honzontal u-particle curve.
In this way d"*p \Mas made about equal to r ai the
exact value of a"*p is however unknown.



In the figr . 6, 7 and 8 the separation between
deuterons and u-particles is shown. The fi.gures 6

and 8 refer to the detector at a reverse bias of
84V and clipping times of 0.2 and 0.4 resp. The

picture for the situation V - 84 V, td - 0.3 ,us,

also available, fits between the figt. 6 and 8, but its
publication would have meant a duplication of
fig. L0. For this reason the result for the cor-
responding situatíonV - 42V, td - 0.6,us, having
the same r cr, is given as fi.g. 7 . Although not re-
produced, twinkle-box pictures were taken both at
higher and at lower values for the clipping time.
Similar sets of photographs were also obtained for
reverse d.etector voltages of 42 and l26Y ; they
yielded equivalent results.

The separation of protons and deuterons is
demonstrated by fi.g. 9, and in fig. 10 all types of
particles are shown together.

5.2. CALCULATED RESULTS

All the basic information needed for calculations
to check the observed phenomena, is contained. in
the results of the pulse shape analysis given in S 2.

The same data presented in fig. 1 are used for the
construction of fig. L 1. This figure shows the
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dependence of the reduced pulse height on the
reduced range at fixed times during the pulse rise
time. These times, with 0
interest in the particle identification system.

From this point the calculations concern only the
specific detector thickness 7Z : 2200 pm. For each
particle type the range R is calculated as function

Esl- O.ó E6
McV

ro

PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION BY PULSE SHAPE DISCRIMINATION
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l.O rlO
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o.8

o.ó

o.5

o.4

o.3

o.2

o o.s LO 1.5 - 29
P

Fig. 11. Pulse analysis showing the dependence oÍ the reduced pulse height on the reduced range for various times during the
pulse rise time. The parameter reduced time is indicated on the curves.

30 24 2t 20.3 F,p M"Y

o ro

Analysis of
clipping

20 30 40 so
Ed MeV

the particle separation for the reduced
time zct : 0.6i a'cate : 0.6.

Fig. t2.
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of. E i using the range-energy
Then p is determined. The
plotted on the horizontal axis,
the case p < 1 and equal to E,

QPo.8 E6

MeV

c. A. J. AMMERLAAx et al,.
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oto2e^3040^so
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reduced

whenever p 
= 

L. For each clipping time the value
of. E"rlE, is read from fi.g. LL. E"r and Eu are then
both known. The quantity corresponding exactly to
the experimental identifying signal E "r d"*oEa

cannot be calculated since d"*p \Mas not measured.

No large errors are made however by approximating
d" * p with r",. Consequently the quantity E 

"t - d"ur"E a
is introduced in the calcuJations where dcatc is
defined. by dcatc: Tct. In the curves, constructed
for comparison with the experimental results,
E "r d",rcEa is plotted vertically. The figures 12,
13 and 14 show the final results calculated for
rct- 0.6, 0.8 and 1".0 resp. The upper horizontal
axis refers to protons with energies above the
penetration value of 20.3 MeV and gives their in-
cident energy E ,,o.

6. Discussion
6. 1. DETECTOR TEMPERATURE

It was established experimentally that the noise
level of the detector rwas reduced by cooling. The
noise, as function of temperature, detector current
or frequency could not be understood in terms of
shot noise due to space charge generated current.
Clearly the edge effects are important.

The mobility of electrons and holes in silicon is
temperature dependent, and consequently the
pulse rise time will be too. The electron transit time
forthe caseW : 2200 ltm,V - 84V,T - 293oK,
is calculated to be 0.48 ps, assuming lt" - 1200
cm2/Vs at room temperature. Taking the T-z
dependence for the electron mobility, which is pre-
dicted by lattice scattering theories, the electron
transit time is decreased to 0.36 ps at 30'C. The
red.uced clipping times for the experimental situa-
tions represented in the figs. 6, 8, 9 and 10 are
calculated using this value f.or tr, 

"; 
for the situation

of fi.g. 7, V :- 42Y, the value tr," - 0.72 1ts is
taken. Faster pulses were observed after cooling of
the d.etector in accord with this explanation.

6.2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS VERSUS

CALCULATIONS

The results obtained experimentally are in fair
agreement with the calculated results. This can be
concluded from a comparison of the corresponding
figures: 6 and 12;7,9, L0 and L3;8 and L4. A few
of the most noteworthy points which clearly de-
monstrate the similarity are:

a. The position of proton, deuteron and a-particle
curves with respect to each other.

b. The Eu-values at the points of intersection

formula given in S 2.

detected energy Eu,

is just equal to E, in
{1 (1 tldtt.'z3}

to

Ei,P McV



between proton and a-particle curves (fig. 10, 13).

c. The Eu-values at the points of intersection
between deuteron and a-particle curves as function
of r", (figt . 6, 7,8, 1,2, 1,3, L4).

d. The energy above which protons and deute-
rons are separated.

e. The equal values of. E 
"r - a0a for protons at

the break point energy and deuterons at their
maximal energy (figs. 9, L0, 13).

The agreement between the experimental and.

calculated results proves that the operation of the
p-i-n detector is quite well understood. Clearly all
the assumptions made in $ 2 are reasonably valid..

In addition it may be noted that the values of
r", and d"*p in the experimental case are not exactly
equal to the values of r d and dcatc on which the
calculations are based. Some slight deviations are

explained by these facts.

6.3. PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION PERFORMANCE

The best separation between deuterons and a-

particles is obtained for r", - 0.56. With exception
of the energies around the intersection point at
22 MeY, separation is possible above 8 MeV. The
intersection point energy can be shifted upwards
by taking smaller clipping times, but only at the
cost of the discrimination at lower energies.

The separation at low energies is bad in all cases.

This is accordittg to the expectations since the
particle identifi.cation depends on differences in
E 

"t - s(t" r, P)E i. F'or low values of p no large

differences in s(r. r, p) will be found, which means

that even the relative effect is small. Moreover at
low energies the importance of the window-layer of
the detector increases. The stated value of 10 1um is

the range of a 3.5 MeV a-particle.
The width of the curves is not sensitive to the

detector bias and may be caused by the noise. In
this respect no severe attempts have been made to
improve the separation.

6.4. THICKER DETECTOR

Some experiments, with deuterons and d,-

particles, \Mere carried out with an other p-i-n de-

tector with larger intrinsic thickness: W _ 4400

pm. Since the largest range, that of 26 MeV

deuterons, is about 2000 pm only the first half of
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the detector is utilized. The main differences with
the mentioned results for the detector with W -
2200 pm are:

a. The separation at the lower energies is some-

what less. This is explained by the fact that the
same differences in the range R result in differences
in the reduced range p which are half as great, since
W is twice as large.

b. The curves for reduced clipping times around
r - * do not intersect each other. The intersection
points, obtained by extrapolation of the deuteron
curves above 26 MeV, agree with the results of the
calculations made for this detector.

6.5. RADIATION ON THE n-SIDE

It was expected that better results could be ob-
tained for particles incident on the n-sid.e of the
detector. The expectation was based on the fact
that in this case the slower holes generally have to
traverse the longer distance. This implies that the
pulse becomes faster monotonic when the range in-
creases. This is in contrast with the situation for
radiation incident on the p-side of the detector. In
this case, as shown in fig. II, tcr first increases as

function of p up to about p - *, and then de-

creases. This unfavourable property causes the
intersection of the curves.

Consequently the case of radiation incident on
the n-type side of the detector has been considered
theoretically too. A p,tlse shape analysis, analogous
to that given in S 2, was made and graphs, like
those given in fig. 12 to L4, were constructed. These

graphs indeed show that better separation is ob-
tained. The phenomenon of the intersecting curves
has disappeared almost completely and can be

avoided easily.
No experiments were carried out with radiation

incident on the n-side of a detector. At the time no

detector with an insensitive window-layer on this
side of less than 150 W was available.

6.6. TIMING METHOD

A second method to obtain particle separation
was also investigated. In this procedure an attempt
was made to determine the time at which the last
hole reaches the front electrode, by twice differ-
entiating the voltage signal from the detector. This

PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION BY PULSE SHAPE DISCRIMINATION
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time, equal to RW lpoV , is proportional to the range
of a particle and may replace E 

"r. 
Atthough the

separation between deuterons and a-particles ob-
tained by this method and by the method of pulse
clipping \Mere comparable, the results \Mere un-
intelligible. This \Mas probably due to imperfections
in the somewhat improvised electronic equip-
ment.

6.7. ONE DETECTOR

A well developed method for the identification of
charged particles at the energies considered in this
paper is the system by which the energy and the
energy loss per unit length dE ldx are measured in
two separate detectors. Using these quantities in
suitable analog computations an output pulse is
obtained, which independent of the particle energy,
is characteristic for the particle typet). The particle
separation obtained with this method is superior

t) F. Udo, R. F. Rumphorst and L. A. Ch. Koerts, Nuclear
Electronics II, (I.A.E.A., Vienna, t962) p. 413.

c. A. J. AMMERLAAN et al.

to the first results given in this paper. An advan-
tage of the method based on pulse shape discri-
mination is that the need for a thin detector is
avoided and consequently its noise is eliminated.
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